Comparison of echocardiographic and anatomic measurements of the left ventricular wall thickness.
The measurement of the left ventricular (LV) wall thickness by echocardiography (echo) is an important part of cardiologic routine. To evaluate the reliability of the LV wall thickness by echo, we compared echo measurements of LV wall thickness with anatomic measurements at autopsy, and assessed the influence of the development of LV trabeculations on these measurements. LV transverse sections at the papillary muscle level of 44 formalin-fixed hearts at autopsy were investigated: 18 with concentric hypertrophic heart diseases, 20 with dilated heart diseases, and 6 normal control hearts. B-mode echo images were obtained and echo measurements of the interventricular septum (IVS) and LV posterior wall thickness were made. Anatomic measurements of compact zone thickness and total wall thickness including trabeculae and areas of compact zone, trabeculae, and LV cavity were made. Echo measurements of LV wall thickness were significantly correlated with anatomic measurements of compact zone thickness and total wall thickness including trabeculae. Echo measurements correspond more closely to anatomic measurements of total wall thickness including trabeculae than compact zone thickness alone in normal and hypertrophic hearts (r = 0.95, r = 0.78). The trabecular area correlated with compact zone area in normal and hypertrophic hearts, but it correlated with cavity area in normal and dilated hearts. Trabecular area was greater in the dilated hearts than in the normal and hypertrophic hearts, but trabecular thickness was greater in the hypertrophic hearts than in the normal and dilated hearts. From this study we found that some discrepancies between echo and anatomic measurements were caused by the development of the trabeculations. And to make echo measurements of wall thickness more reliable, we suggest that well developed and closely adjoining trabeculae should be measured as a part of LV wall thickness.